OVERNIGHT MOUNTINGS, INC
Liability Waiver for Setting Customer Stones
Overnight will not be held liable for lost or damaged stones in transit. Furthermore,
Overnight will not be responsible to check the quality and grade of diamonds upon
receipt from you, the retailer. It is the responsibility of the retailer to supply the correct
amount of diamonds and to list the quality being sent for the job specified and have the
diamonds properly fluted. Diamonds of different sizes should be shipped in one flute
unless the job is for multiple quantities of same item, in which case, one flute per
diamond size will be accepted.
Overnight does not accept dismounted diamonds that are not properly fluted and
Overnight does not accept end consumer rings of any condition to match and remake. It is
up to the retailer engaged in such transactions with end consumer to dismount their
customer’s diamonds, have them cleaned and then delivered to Overnight in flutes with
total weight and sizes listed on the outside of the flute. The item selected for setting must
also be listed somewhere on the flute as well as a detailed order with instructions
including account #, item, color, karat and finger size.
Although we will do everything possible to provide superior service, inevitably there will
be situations in which there will be a loss or breakage of stone(s). Loss of stone(s) or
breakage of stone(s) once in the Overnight production department will not be covered for
replacement by Overnight. It is the understanding of the jeweler that there is a possibility
of loss or damage of stone(s) sent to Overnight during production. Should there be a need
to replace a diamond(s), Overnight will convey the details of the loss or breakage to the
contact named below, and arrange with said contact the scheduled shipping of a newly
supplied stone(s) to complete the job.
Ship to Overnight Mountings, Inc
1400 Plaza Avenue, New Hyde Park, NY 11040
Attention Loreen
Please sign and return to Overnight via fax @ 888-222-2121 or enclose a copy with your
stones once you have reviewed and agreed to above conditions.
We look forward to serving you and your customer’s needs.

_________________
Account Number

_________________
Print name

_____________________
Company name

_____________________
Signature:

___/____/_______
Date

